**SHOULDER RELIEF SYSTEM COMPONENTS**

**SHOULDER RELIEF WEDGE**
Creates a gentle 10° angle with its symmetrical patented arm pocket to allow for comfortable side sleeping and shoulder pressure relief.

**LATERAL BODY POSITIONER**
Provides your patient with additional upper and lower body support to help him/her stay comfortable throughout the night. Also contains a shredded memory foam filling for customizable comfort.

**INSERT PILLOW**
Provides extra support to the head and neck within the arm pocket of the Shoulder Relief Wedge.

**SHOULDER RELIEF SYSTEM SPECIFICATIONS**

**ONE SIZE FITS ALL!**
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NOW AVAILABLE THROUGH THE VA
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POSITIONING OUR VETERANS FOR NIGHTTIME SHOULDER RELIEF

The MedCline Shoulder Relief System is a three-component Sleep Positioning System designed for those suffering with chronic shoulder pain at night caused by tendonitis, bursitis, rotator cuff injuries, post-operative recovery, or general shoulder injuries.

MedCline is the only Sleep System available through the VA, which allows your patients to get the quality sleep they need -- without shoulder pain at night.

ORDER THROUGH THE VA TODAY!

• **Relieves Pressure.** Patented arm pocket relieves shoulder pressure so your patients can sleep comfortably on their side.

• **Gradual Incline.** Gentle 10° angle of elevation props your patients up just high enough to take the pressure off the arm and shoulder.

• **Symmetrical Design.** Patients can sleep on the right or left side. Wide enough so patients can easily turn throughout the night.

• **Flexible Arm Positions.** Patients can position their arm either out straight onto the bed surface or tucked under their pillow.